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Abstract: This article was prepared for the special issue on Resampling methods for statistical inference1

of the 2020s. Modern algorithms such as random forests and deep learning are automatic machines2

for producing prediction rules from training data. Resampling plans have been the key technology3

for evaluating a rule’s prediction accuracy. After a careful description of the measurement of4

prediction error the article discusses the advantages and disadvantages of the principal methods:5

cross-validation, the nonparametric bootstrap, covariance penalties (Mallows’ Cp and the Akaike6

Information Criterion), and conformal inference. The emphasis is on a broad overview of a large7

subject, featuring examples, simulations, and a minimum of technical detail.8
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1. Introduction10

Modern prediction algorithms such as random forests and deep learning use training11

sets, often very large ones, to produce rules for predicting new responses from a set12

of available predictors. A second question — right after “How should the prediction13

rule be constructed?” — is “How accurate are the rule’s predictions?” Resampling14

methods have played a central role in the answer. This paper is intended to provide an15

overview of what are actually several different answers, while trying to keep technical16

complications to a minimum.17

This is a special issue of STATS devoted to resampling, and before beginning18

on prediction rules it seems worthwhile to say something about the general effect of19

resampling methods on statistics and statisticians. Table 1 shows the law school data [1],20

a small data set but one not completely atypical of its time. The table reports average21

scores of the 1973 entering class at 15 law schools on two criteria: undergraduate grade22

point average (GPA) and result on the “LSAT”, a national achievement test. The observed23

Pearson correlation coefficient between GPA and LSAT score is24

ρ̂ = 0.776. (1)

How accurate is ρ̂?25

Suppose that Dr. Jones, a 1940s statistician, was given the data in Table 1 and asked26

to attach a standard error to ρ̂ = 0.776; let’s say a nonparametric standard error since27

a plot of (LSAT,GPA) looks definitely non-normal. At his disposal is the nonparametric28

delta method, which gives a first-order Taylor series approximation formula for se(ρ̂). For29

the Pearson correlation coefficient this turns out to be30

ŝe(ρ̂) =

{
ρ̂2

4n

[
µ̂40

µ̂2
20

+
µ̂04

µ̂2
02

+
2µ̂22

µ̂20µ̂02
+

4µ̂22

µ̂2
11

− 4µ̂31

µ̂11µ̂20
− 4µ̂13

µ̂11µ̂02

]}1/2

, (2)

where n = 15 and µ̂ij is the mean of (GPA − GPA)i(LSAT − LSAT)j, the bars indicating31

averages.32
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Table 1. Average scores for admitees to 15 American law schools, 1973. GPA is undergraduate
grade point average, LSAT “law boards” score. Pearson correlation coefficient between GPA and
LSAT is 0.776.

GPA LSAT

3.39 576
3.30 635
2.81 558
3.03 578
3.44 666
3.07 580
3.00 555
3.43 661
3.36 651
3.13 605
3.12 653
2.74 575
2.76 545
2.88 572
2.96 594

Jones either looks up or derives (2), evaluates the six terms on his mechanical33

calculator, and reports34

ŝe(ρ̂) = 0.124, (3)

after which he goes home with the feeling of a day well spent.35

Jones’ daughter, a 1960s statistician, has a much easier go of it. Now she doesn’t36

have to look up or derive formula (2). A more general resampling algorithm, the37

Tukey–Quenouille jackknife is available, and can be almost instantly evaluated on her38

university’s mainframe computer. It gives her the answer39

ŝe(ρ̂) = 0.143. (4)

Dr. Jones is envious of his daughter:40

1. She doesn’t need to spend her time deriving arduous formulas like (2).41

2. She isn’t restricted to traditional estimates like ρ̂ that have closed-form Taylor series42

expansions.43

3. Her university’s mainframe computer is a million times faster than his old Marchant44

calculator (though it is across the campus rather than on her desk).45

If now, 60 years later, the Jones family is still in the statistics business they’ll have46

even more reason to be grateful for resampling methods. Faster, cheaper, and more47

convenient computation combined with more aggressive methodology have pushed the48

purview of resampling applications beyond the assignment of standard errors.49

Figure 1 shows 2000 nonparametric bootstrap replications ρ̂∗ from the law school50

data.1 Their empirical standard deviation is the nonparametric bootstrap estimate of51

standard error for ρ̂,52

ŝe(ρ̂) = 0.138. (5)

1 Each ρ̂∗ is the correlation from a bootstrapped data matrix obtained by resampling the 15 rows of the 15 × 2 matrix in Table 1 15 times with
replacement. See chapter 11 of [2].
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Figure 1. 2000 nonparametric bootstraps, lawschool correlation;
95% confidence limits: Bootstrap (red), Standard (black)
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Figure 1. 2000 nonparametric bootstraps, law school correlation. 95% confidence limits: bootstrap
(red), standard (black).

Two thousand is 10 times too many replications needed for a standard error, but it53

isn’t too many for a bootstrap confidence interval. The arrowed segments in Figure 154

compare the standard approximate 95% confidence limit55

ρ ∈ ρ̂ ± 1.96ŝe = [0.505, 1.048], (6)

ŝe = 0.138, with the nonparametric bootstrap interval256

ρ ∈ [0.320, 0.944]. (7)

The standard method does better if we first make Fisher’s z transformation57

ξ̂ =
1
2

log
1 + ρ̂

1 − ρ̂
, (8)

compute the standard interval on the ξ scale, and transform the endpoints back to the ρ58

scale. This gives 0.95 interval59

ρ ∈ [0.275, 0.946], (9)

not so different from the bootstrap interval (7), and at least not having its upper limit60

above 1.00!61

This is the kind of trick Dr. Jones would have known. Resampling, here in the form62

of the bca algorithm, automates devices like (8) without requiring Fisher-level insight63

for each new application.64

If there was a statistics’ “word of the year” it would be two words: deep learning.65

This is one of a suite of prediction algorithms that input data sets, often quite massive66

ones, and output prediction rules. Others in the suite include random forests, support67

vector machines, and gradient boosting.68

2 This is the bca interval, constructed using program bcajack from the CRAN package bcaboot [3]. Chapter 11 of [2] shows why bca’s “second-order
corrections” (here very large) improve on the standard method.
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Having produced a prediction rule, it is natural to wonder how accurately it will69

predict future cases, our subject in what follows:70

• Section 2 gives a careful definition of the prediction problem, and describes a class71

of loss functions (the “Q class”) that apply to discrete as well as continuous response72

variables.73

• Section 3 concerns nonparametric estimates of prediction loss (cross-validation and74

the bootstrap “632 rule”) as well as Breiman’s out-of-bag error estimates for random75

forests.76

• Covariance penalties, including Mallows’ Cp and the Akaike Information Criterion,77

are parametric methods discussed in Section 4 along with the related concept of78

degrees of freedom.79

• Section 5 briefly discusses conformal inference, the most recent addition to the resam-80

pling catalog of prediction error assessments.81

2. The prediction problem82

Statements of the prediction problem are often framed as follows:83

• A data set d of n pairs is observed,84

d = {(xi, yi), i = 1, 2, . . . , n}, (10)

where the xi are p-dimensional predictor vectors and the yi are one-dimensional85

responses.86

• The (x, y) pairs are assumed to be independent and identically distributed draws87

from an unknown (p + 1)-dimensional distribution F,88

(xi, yi)
iid∼ F, i = 1, 2, . . . , n. (11)

• Using some algorithm A, the statistician constructs a prediction rule f (x, d) that89

provides a prediction µ̂(x),90

µ̂(x) = f (x, d) (12)

for any vector x in the space of possible predictors.91

• A new pair (x, y) is independently drawn from F,92

(x, y) ∼ F independent of d, (13)

but with only x observable.93

• The statistician predicts the unseen y by µ̂(x) = f (x, d) and wishes to assess94

prediction error. Later the prediction error will turn out to directly relate to the95

estimation error of µ̂(x) for the true conditional expectation of y given x,96

µ(x) = EF{y | x}. (14)

• Prediction error is assessed as the expectation of loss under distribution F,97

Err(u) = EF{Q(y, µ̂(x))}, (15)

for a given loss function such as squared error: Q(y, µ̂) = (y − µ̂)2.98

Here EF indicates expectation over the random choice of all p + 1 pairs (xi, yi) and99

(x, y) in (11) and (13). The u in Err(u) reflects the unconditional definition of error in100

(15). The resampling algorithms we will describe calculate an estimate of Err(u) from the101

observed data. (One might hope for a more conditional error estimate, say one applying102

to the observed set of predictors x, a point discussed in what follows.)103

Naturally the primary concern within the prediction community has been with the104

choice of the algorithm A that produces the rule µ̂(x) = f (x, d). Elaborate computer-105

intensive algorithms such as random forests and deep learning have achieved star status,106
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even in the popular press. Here however, the “prediction problem” will focus on the107

estimation of prediction error. To a large extent the prediction problem has been a contest108

of competing resampling methods, as discussed in the next three sections.109
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Figure 2 Points (x[i],y[i]) i=1,2...20 and 
fitted fourth degree polynomial curve.

Light dotted curve is true mean
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y

Figure 2. Points (xi, yi), i = 1, 2, . . . , 20, and fitted 4th-degree polynomial curve; light dotted curve
is true mean.

Figure 2 illustrates a simple example: n = 20 pairs (xi, yi) have been observed,110

in this case with x real. A fourth-degree polynomial f (x, d) has been fit by ordinary111

least squares applied to d = {(xi, yi), i = 1, 2, . . . , 20} with the heavy curve tracing out112

µ̂(x) = f (x, d).113

In the usual OLS notation, we’ve observed y = (y1, y2, . . . , yn)⊤ from the notional114

model115

y = Xβ + ϵ, (16)

where X is the 20× 5 matrix with ith row (1, xi, x2
i , x3

i , x4
i ), β the unknown 5-dimensional116

vector of regression coefficients, and ϵ a vector of 20 uncorrelated errors having mean 0117

and variance σ2,118

ϵi ∼ (0, σ2) for i = 1, 2, . . . , n. (17)

The fitted curve µ̂(x) = f (x, d) is given by119

µ̂(x) = X(x)⊤ β̂, (18)

for X(x)⊤ = (1, xi, x2
i , x3

i , x4
i ) and β̂ = (X⊤X)−1X⊤y (the OLS estimate), this being120

algorithm A.121

The apparent error, what will be called err in what follows, is122

err =
n

∑
i=1

Q(yi, µ̂i)

n
(µ̂i = f (xi, d)) (19)

which equals 1.99 for Q(y, µ̂) = (y − µ̂)2. The usual unbiased estimate for the noise123

parameter σ2, not needed here, modifies the denominator in (19) to take account of124

fitting a 5-vector β̂ to d,125
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σ̂2 =
n

∑
i=1

Q(yi, µ̂i)

(n − 5)
= 2.65. (20)

Dividing the sum of squared errors by n − p rather than n can be thought of as a classical126

prediction error adjustment; err usually underestimates future prediction error since the127

µ̂i have been chosen to fit the observations yi.128

Because this is a simulation, we know the true function µ(x) (14), the light dotted129

curve in Figure 2:130

µ(x) = 2 + 0.2x + cos
(

x − 5
2

)
; (21)

the points yi were generated with normal errors, variance 2,131

yi
ind∼ N (µ(xi), 2), i = 1, 2, . . . , n. (22)

Given model (22), we can calculate the true prediction error for estimate µ̂(x) (18).132

If y∗ ∼ N (µ(x), 2) is a new observation, independent of the original data d which gave133

µ̂(x), then the true prediction error Errx is134

Errx = E∗(y∗ − µ(x))2 = 2 + (µ̂(x)− µ(x))2, (23)

the notation E∗ indicating expectation over y∗. Let Err denote the average true error135

over the n = 20 observed values xi,136

Err =
1
n

n

∑
i=1

Errxi = 2 +
1
n

n

∑
i=1

(µ̂(xi)− µ(xi))
2, (24)

equaling 2.40 in this case. Err figures prominently in the succeeding sections. Here it137

exceeds the apparent error err = 1.99 (19) by 21%. (Err is not the same as Err(u) (15).)138

Prediction algorithms are often, perhaps most often, applied to situations where139

the responses are dichotomous, yi = 1 or 0; that is, they are Bernoulli random variables,140

binomials of sample size 1 each,141

yi
ind∼ Bi(1, µ(xi)) for i = 1, 2, . . . , n. (25)

Here µ(x) is the probability that y = 1 given prediction vector x,142

µ(x) = Pr{y = 1 | x}. (26)

The probability model F in (11) can be thought of in two steps: as first selecting x143

according to some p-dimensional distribution G and then “flipping a biased coin” to144

generate y ∼ Bi(1, µ(x)).145

Squared error isn’t appropriate for dichotomous data. Two loss (or “error”) func-146

tions Q(µ, µ̂) are in common use for measuring the discrepancy between µ and µ̂, the147

true and estimated probability that y = 1 in (25). The first is counting error,148

Q(µ, µ̂) =

{
0 if µ and µ̂ are on same side of 1/2

2 ·
∣∣∣µ − 1

2

∣∣∣ if not.
(27)

For y = 0 or 1, Q(y, µ̂) equals 0 or 1 if y and µ̂ are on the same or different sides of 1/2.149

The second error function is binomial deviance (or twice the Kullback–Leibler diver-150

gence),151

Q(µ, µ̂) = 2
{

µ log
(

µ

µ̂

)
+ (1 − µ) log

(
1 − µ

1 − µ̂

)}
. (28)
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Binomial deviance plays a preferred role in maximum likelihood estimation. Suppose152

that µ(β) is a p-parameter family for the true vector of means in model (25),153

µ(β) = (µ(x1, β), µ(x2, β), . . . , µ(xn, β))⊤ (β ∈ Ω ⊂ Rp). (29)

Then the maximum likelihood estimate (MLE) β̂ is the minimizer of the average binomial154

deviance (28) between y = (y1, y2, . . . , yn)⊤ and µ(β),155

β̂ = argmin
β

{
1
n

n

∑
i=1

Q(yi, µ(xi, β))

}
; (30)

see Chapter 8 of [2]. Most of the numerical examples in the following sections are based156

on binomial deviance (30).3157
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Figure 3 The Q class of Error measures  
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Figure 3. The Q class of error measures.

Squared error, counting error, and binomial deviance are all members of the Q-class,158

a general construction illustrated in Figure 3 [4, Sect. 3]. The construction begins with159

some concave function q(µ); for the dichotomous cases considered here, µ ∈ [0, 1] with160

q(0) = q(1) = 0. The error Q(µ, µ̂) between a true value µ and an estimate µ̂ is defined161

by the illustrated tangency calculation:162

Q(µ, µ̂) = q(µ̂) + q̇(µ̂)(µ − µ̂)− q(µ), (31)

q̇(µ) = dq(µ)/dµ (equivalent to the “Bregman divergence” [5]).163

The entropy function164

q(µ) = −2{µ log µ + (1 − µ) log(1 − µ)} (32)

makes Q(µ, µ̂) equal binomial deviance. Two other common choices are q(µ) = min{µ, 1165

−µ} for counting error and q(µ) = µ(1 − µ) for squared error.166

3 If µ̂ equals 0 or 1 then (30) is infinite. To avoid infinities, our numerical examples truncate µ̂ to [0.005, 0.995].
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Working within the Q-class (31), it is easy to express the true error of prediction167

µ̂(x) at predictor value x where the true mean is µ(x) = EF{y | x}. Letting y∗ be an168

independent realization from the distribution of y given x, the true error at x is, by169

definition,170

Err(µ(x), µ̂(x)) = E∗{Q(y∗, µ̂(x))}, (33)

only y∗ being random in the expectation.171

Lemma 1. The true error at x (33) is172

Err(µ(x), µ̂(x)) = Q(µ(x), µ̂(x)) + q(µ(x))− c(x), (34)

with c(x) = 0 in the dichotomous case.173

Proof. From definition (31) of the Q-class,174

E∗{Q(y∗, µ̂(x))} = E∗{q(µ̂(x)) + q̇(µ̂(x))(y∗ − µ̂(x))− q(y∗)}
= q(µ̂(x)) + q̇(µ̂(x))(µ(x)− µ̂(x))− E∗q(y∗)

= Q(µ(x), µ̂(x)) + q(µ(x))− E∗q(y∗),

(35)

giving (34) with c(x) = E∗q(y∗). In the dichotomous case q(y∗) = 0 for y∗ equal 0 or 1,175

so c(x) = 0.176

To simplify notation, let µi = µ(xi) and µ̂i = µ̂(xi), with µ = (µ1, µ2, . . . , µn)⊤ and177

µ̂ = (µ̂1, µ̂2, . . . , µ̂n)⊤. The average true error Err(µ, µ̂) is defined to be178

Err(µ, µ̂) =
1
n

n

∑
i=1

Err(µi, µ̂i) =
1
n

n

∑
i=1

[Q(µi, µ̂i) + q(µi)− c(xi)]. (36)

It is “true” in the desirable sense of applying to the given prediction rule µ̂. If we average179

Err(µ, µ̂) over the random choice of d in (11), we get the less desirable unconditional180

error Err(u) (15).181

Err(µ, µ̂) is minimized by µ̂ = µ,182

Err(µ, µ) =
1
n

n

∑
i=1

(q(µi)− c(xi)). (37)

Subtraction from (36) gives183

Err(µ, µ̂)− Err(µ, µ) =
1
n

n

∑
i=1

Q(µi, µ̂i). (38)

This is an exact analogue of the familiar squared error relationship. Suppose y and y∗
184

are independently N (µ, σ2 I) vectors, and that y produces an estimate µ̂. Then185

1
n

E∗∥y∗ − µ̂∥2 − 1
n

E∗∥y∗ − µ∥2 =
1
n

n

∑
i=1

(µi − µ̂i)
2, (39)

which is (38) if Q(µ, µ̂) = (µ − µ̂)2.186

At a given value of x, say x0, a prediction µ̂(x0) can also be thought of as an estimate187

of µ(x0) = EF{y0 | x0}. Lemma 1 shows that the optimum choice of a prediction rule188

µ̂(x0) = f (x0, d) is also the optimum choice of an estimation rule: for any rule f (x, d),189

EF{Err(µ(x0), µ̂(x0))} = EF{Q(µ(x0), µ̂(x0))}+ q(µ(x0)− c(x0)) (40)

(EF as in (11)), so that the rule that minimizes the expected prediction error also mini-190

mizes the expected estimation error EF{Q(µ(x0), µ̂(x0))}. Predicting y and estimating its191

mean µ are equivalent tasks within the Q-class.192
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3. Cross-validation and its bootstrap competitors193

Resampling methods base their inferences on recomputations of the statistic of194

interest derived from systematic modifications of the original sample. This isn’t a195

very precise definition but it can’t be if we want to cover the range of methods used196

in estimating prediction error. There are intriguing differences among the methods197

concerning just what the modifications are and how the inferences are made, as discussed198

in this and the next two sections.199

Cross-validation has a good claim to being the first resampling method. The original200

idea was to randomly split the sample d into two halves, the training and test sets, dtrain201

and dtest. A prediction model is developed using only dtrain, and then validated by its202

performance on dtest. Even if we cheated in the training phase, say by throwing out203

“bad” points, etc., the validation phase guarantees an honest estimate of prediction error.204

One drawback is that inferences based on n/2 data points are likely to be less205

accurate than those based on all n, a concern if we are trying to accurately assess206

prediction error. “One-at-a-time“ cross-validation almost eliminates this defect: let d(i)207

be data set (10) with point (xi, yi) removed, and define4
208

µ̂(i) = f (xi, d(i)), (41)

the prediction for case i based on xi using the rule f (xi, d(i)), constructed using only the209

data in d(i). The cross-validation estimate of prediction error is then210

Êrrcv =
1
n

n

∑
i=1

Q(yi, µ̂(i)). (42)

Because yi is not involved in µ̂(i), overfitting is no longer a concern. Under the inde-211

pendent-draws model (11), Êrrcv is a nearly unbiased estimate of Err(u) (15) (“nearly”212

because it applies to samples of size n − 1 rather than n).213

The little example in Figure 2 has n = 20 points (xi, yi). Applying (42) with214

Q(y, µ̂) = (y − µ̂)2 gave Êrrcv = 3.59, compared with apparent error err = 1.99 (19) and215

true error Err = 2.40 (24). This not-very-impressive result has much to do with the small216

sample size resulting in large differences between the original estimates µ̂i and their217

cross-validated counterparts µ̂(i). The single data point at xi = 6.0 accounted for 40% of218

Êrrcv.219

Figure 4 concerns a larger data set that will serve as a basis for simulations com-220

paring cross-validation with its competitors: 200 transplant recipients were followed221

to investigate the subsequent occurrence of anemia; 138 did develop anemia (coded as222

yi = 1) while 62 did not (yi = 0). The goal of the study was to predict y from x, a vector223

of p = 17 baseline variables5 (including the intercept term).224

A standard logistic regression analysis gave estimated values of the anemia proba-225

bility Pr{yi = 1 | xi} for i = 1, 2, . . . , n = 200 that we will denote as226

µ† = (µ†
1, µ†

2, . . . , µ†
200). (43)

Figure 4 shows a histogram of the 200 µ†
i values. Here we will use µ† as the “ground227

truth” for a simulation study (rather than analyzing the transplant study itself). The µ†
i228

will play the role of the true mean µ(xi) in Lemma 1 (34), enabling us to calculate true229

errors for the various prediction error estimates.230

A 200 × 100 matrix Y of dichotomous responses yij was generated as independent231

Bernoulli variables (that is, binomials of sample size 1),232

4 This assumes that we know how to apply the construction rule A to subsets of size n − 1.
5 The predictor variables were body mass index, sex, race, patient and donor age, four measures of matching between patient and donor, three

baseline medicine indicators, and four baseline general health measures.
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Figure 4 Logistic regression estimated anemia 
probability for the 200 transplant patients
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Figure 4. Logistic regression estimated anemia probabilities for the 200 transplant patients.

yij
ind∼ Bi(1, µ†

i ) (44)

for i = 1, 2, . . . , 200 and j = 1, 2, . . . , 100. The jth column of Y ,

yj = (y1j, y2j, . . . , y200j)
⊤ (45)

is a simulated binomial response vector (25) having true mean vector µ†. Y provides 100233

such response vectors.234

For each one, a logistic regression was run,235

glm(yj ∼ X, binomial), (46)

in the language R, with X the 200 × 17 matrix of predictors from the transplant study.236

Cross-validation6 gave an estimate of prediction error for the jth simulation,237

Êrrcv(j) =
1
n

200

∑
i=1

Q(yij, µ̂(i)j), (47)

while (36) gave true error238

Err(j) =
1
n

200

∑
i=1

[
Q(µ†

i , µ̂ij) + q(µ†
i )
]
, (48)

where µ̂ij was the estimated mean from (46).239

In terms of mean±standard deviation the 100 simulations gave240

Errcv ∼ 1.16 ± 0.14 and Err ∼ 1.07 ± 0.12. (49)

6 “10-at-a-time” cross-validation rather than one-at-a-time: the 200 (x,y) pairs were randomly split into 20 groups of 10 each; each group was removed
from the prediction set in turn and its 10 estimates obtained by logistic regression based on the other 190.
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Errcv averaged 8% more than Err (a couple percent of which came from having sample241

size 190 rather than 200). The standard deviation of Errcv isn’t much bigger than the242

standard deviation of Err, which might suggest that Errcv was tracking Err as it varied243

across the simulations.244
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Figure 5. CV estimate of prediction error versus true prediction error, transplant data.

Sorry to say, that wasn’t at all the case. The pairs (Err(j), Errcv(j)), j = 1, 2, . . . , 100,245

are plotted in Figure 5. It shows Errcv actually decreasing as the true error Err increases.246

The unfortunate implication is that Errcv isn’t estimating the true error, but only its247

expectation Err(u) (15). This is not a particular failing of cross-validation. It is habitually248

observed for all prediction error estimates — see for instance Figure 9 of [4] — though249

the phenomenon seems unexplained in the literature.250

Cross-validation tends to pay for its low bias with high variability. Efron [1]251

proposed bootstrap estimates of prediction error intended to decrease variability without252

adding much bias. Among the several proposals the most promising was the 632 rule,7253

described as follows:254

• Nonparametric bootstrap samples d∗ are formed by drawing n pairs (xi, yi) with255

replacement from the original data set d (10).256

• Applying the original algorithm A to d∗ gives prediction rule f (x, d∗) and predic-257

tions258

µ̂(x)∗ = f (x, d∗), (50)

as in (12).259

• B bootstrap data sets260

d∗(1), d∗(2), . . . , d∗(B) (51)

7 An improved version 632+ was introduced in Efron and Tibshirani [6], designed for reduced bias in overfit situations where err (19) equals zero.
The calculations here use only 632.
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are independently drawn, giving predictions261

µ̂∗
ij = f (xi, d∗(j)), (52)

for i = 1, 2, . . . , n and j = 1, 2, . . . , B.262

• Two numbers are recorded for each choice of i and j, the error of µ̂∗
ij as a prediction263

of yi,264

Q∗
ij = Q(yi, µ̂∗

ij) (53)

and265

N∗
ij = #{(xi, yi) ∈ d∗(j)}, (54)

the number of times (xi, yi) occurs in d∗(j).266

• The zero bootstrap Êrr0 is calculated as the average value of Q∗
ij for those cases having267

Nij = 0,268

Êrr0 =
∑(i,j):Nij=0 Q∗

ij

∑(i,j):Nij=0 1
(55)

• Finally, the 632 estimate of prediction error is defined to be269

Êrr632 = 0.632 · Êrr0 + 0.368 · err, (56)

err being the apparent error rate (19).270

Êrr632 was calculated for the same 100 simulated response vectors yj (45) used for271

Êrrcv (each using B = 400 replications), the 100 simulations giving272

Êrr632 ∼ 1.15 ± 0.10, (57)

an improvement on Êrrcv ∼ 1.16 ± 0.14 at (49). This is in line with the 24 sampling273

experiments reported in [6].8274

Table 2. Mean of Q(y, µ̂) given the number of times a case (xi, yi) occurred in bootstrap sample;
first simulation. True Error 0.97, apparent err 0.90.

# times: 0 1 2 3 4 5

mean Q: 1.44 .96 .81 .69 .64 .57

Table 2 concerns the rationale for the 632 rule. The n × B = 80, 000 values Q∗
ij for275

the first of the 100 simulated y vectors were averaged according to how many times276

(xi, yi) appeared in d∗(j),277

Êrrk =
∑(i,j):Nij=k Q∗

ij

∑(i,j):Nij=k 1
, (58)

for k = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. Not surprisingly, Êrrk decreases with increasing k. Êrr0 (55), which278

would seem to be the bootstrap analogue of Êrrcv, is seen to exceed the true error279

Err, while err is below Err. The intermediate linear combination 0.632Êrr0 + 0.368err280

is motivated in Section 6 of [1], though in fact the argument is more heuristic than281

compelling. The 632 rules do usually reduce variability of the error estimates compared282

to cross-validation, but bias can be a problem.283

8 There rule 632+ was used, with loss function counting error (27) rather than binomial deviance. Q(y, µ̂) is discontinuous for counting error, which
works to the advantage of 632 rules.
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The 632 rule recomputes a prediction algorithm by nonparametric bootstrap resam-284

pling of the original data. Random forests [7], a widely popular prediction algorithm,285

carries this further: the algorithm itself as well as estimates of its accuracy depend on286

bootstrap resampling calculations.287

Figure 5 Regression tree for transplant data
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Figure 6. Regression tree for transplant data, simulation 1.

Regression trees are the essential component of random forests. Figure 6 shows one288

such tree,9 as applied to y1, the first of the 100 response vectors for the transplant data289

simulation (44); y1 consists of 57 0s and 143 1s, average value ȳ = 0.72. The tree-making290

algorithm performs successive splits of the data, hoping to partition it into bins that are291

mostly 0s or 1s. The bin at the far right — comprising n = 29 cases having low body292

mass index, low age, and female gender — has just one 0 and 28 1s, for an average of293

0.97. For a new transplant case (x, y), with only x observable, we could follow the splits294

down the tree and use the terminal bin average as a quantitative prediction of y.295

Random forests improves the predictive accuracy of any one tree by bagging (“boot-296

strap aggregation”), sometimes also called bootstrap smoothing: B bootstrap data sets297

d∗(1), d∗(2), . . . , d∗(B) are drawn at random (51), each one generating a tree like that298

in Figure 6.10 A new x is followed down each of the B trees, with the random forest299

prediction being the average of x’s B terminal values. Letting µ̂ij = f (xi, d∗(j)), the300

prediction at xi for the tree based on d∗(j), the random forest prediction at xi is301

µ̂i =
B

∑
j=1

µ̂ij/B. (59)

The predictive accuracy for µ̂i uses a device like that for Êrr0 (55): Let µ̂(i) be the302

average value of µ̂ij for bootstrap samples dj not containing (xi, yi),303

µ̂(i) =
∑j:Nij=0 µ̂ij

∑j:Nij=0 1
, (60)

called the “out-of-bag” (oob) estimate of µi. The oob error estimate is then304

9 Constructed using rpart, the R version of CART [8]. Chapters 9 and 15 of [9] describe CART and random forests.
10 Some additional variability is added to the tree-building process: only a random subset of the p predictors is deemed eligible at each splitting point.
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Êrroob(xi) = Q(yi, µ̂(i)). (61)

The overall oob estimate of prediction error is305

Êrroob =
1
n

n

∑
i=1

Êrroob(xi). (62)

(Notice that the leave-out calculations here are for the estimates µ̂i, while those for Êrr632306

(56) are for the errors Q∗
ij.) Calculated for the 100 simulated response vectors yj (45), this307

gave308

Êrroob ∼ 1.12 ± 0.07, (63)

a better match to the true error Err than either Êrrcv (49) or Êrr632 (57). In fact the actual309

match was even better than (63) suggests, as shown in Table 3 of Section 4. This is all310

the more surprising given that, unlike Êrrcv and Êrr632, Êrroob is fully nonparametric:311

it makes no use of the logistic regression model glm(y ∼ X, binomial) (46), which was312

involved in generating the simulated response vectors yj (44). (It has to be added that313

Êrroob is not an estimate for the prediction error of the logistic regression model µ̂glm(x)314

(46), but rather for the random forest estimates µ̂rf(x).)315

4. Covariance penalties and degrees of freedom316

A quite different approach to the prediction problem was initiated by Mallows’ Cp317

formula [10]. An observed n-dimensional vector y is assumed to follow the homoskedas-318

tic model319

y = µ + ϵ with ϵ ∼ (0, σ2, I), (64)

the notation indicating uncorrelated errors of mean 0 and variance σ2 as in (17); σ2 is320

known. A linear rule321

µ̂ = My (65)

is used to estimate µ with M a fixed and known matrix. How accurate is µ̂ as a predictor322

of future observations?323

The apparent error324

err =
1
n

n

∑
i=1

(yi − µ̂i)
2 (66)

is likely to underestimate the true error of µ̂ given a hypothetical new observation vector325

y∗ = µ + ϵ∗ independent of y,326

Err = Err(µ, µ̂) =
1
n

E∗
n

∑
i=1

(y∗i − µ̂i)
2, (67)

the E∗ notation indicating that µ̂ = (µ̂1, µ̂2, . . . , µ̂n) is fixed in (67). Mallows’ Cp formula327

says that328

Êrrcp = err +
2σ2

n
trace(M) (68)

is an unbiased estimator of Err,

E
{

Êrrcp

}
= E{Err(µ, µ̂)}; (69)

that is, Êrrcp isn’t unbiased for Err(µ, µ̂) but is unbiased for E{Err(µ, µ̂)} (µ fixed in the329

expectation) under model (64)–(65).330
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One might wonder what has happened to the covariates xi in d (10)? The answer331

is that they are still there but no longer considered random–rather as fixed ancillary332

quantities like the sample size n. In the OLS model y = Xβ + ϵ for Figure 3 (16)–(18) the333

covariates x = (x1, x2, . . . , xn) determine X, β̂ = (X⊤X)−1X⊤y and334

µ̂ = My
(

M = X(X⊤X)−1X⊤
)

, (70)

(65). We could, but don’t, write M as MX .335

Mallows’ Cp formula (68) can be extended to the Q class of error measures, Figure 4.336

An unknown probability model11 f is assumed to have produced y and its true mean337

vector µ,338

µ = E f {y}; (71)

an estimate µ̂ = m(y) has been calculated using some algorithm m(·),339

f −→ y −→ µ̂ = m(y); (72)

the apparent error err (19) and true error Err(µ, µ̂) (33) are defined as before,340

err =
1
n

n

∑
i=1

Q(yi, µ̂i) and Err =
1
n

E∗

{
n

∑
i=1

Q(y∗i , µ̂i)

}
, (73)

with the µ̂i fixed and f → y∗ = (y∗1 , y∗2 , . . . , y∗n) independently of y. Lemma 1 for the341

true error (36) still applies,342

Err =
1
n

n

∑
i=1

[Q(µi, µ̂i) + q(µi)− c(xi)]. (74)

The Q-class version of Mallows’ formula (68) is derived as Optimism Theorem 1 in343

Section 3 of [4]:344

Theorem 1. Define345

λ̂i = −q̇(µ̂i)/2
(

q̇(µ) =
d

dµ
q(µ)

)
. (75)

Then346

Êrr = err +
2
n

n

∑
i=1

cov f
(
λ̂i, yi

)
(76)

where cov f indicates covariance under model (72), is an unbiased estimate of Err in the same347

sense as (69),348

E f

{
Êrr

}
= E f {Err}. (77)

349

The covariance terms in (76) measure how much each yi affects its own estimate.350

They sum to a covariance penalty that must be added to the apparent error to account for351

the fitting process. If Q(µ, µ̂) is binomial deviance then352

λ̂i = log[µ̂i/(1 − µ̂i)], (78)

the logistic parameter; the theorem still applies as stated whether or not µ̂ = m(y) is353

logistic regression.354

11 Notice that f is not the same as f in (12).
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Êrr as stated in (76) is not directly usable since the covariance terms cov f (λ̂i, yi) are355

not observable statistics. This is where resampling comes in.356

Suppose that the observed data y provides an estimate f̂ of f . For instance in a357

normal regression model y ∼ N (µ, σ2, I) we could take f̂ to be y∗ ∼ N (µ̂, σ2 I) for some358

estimate µ̂. We replace (72) with the parametric bootstrap model359

f̂ −→ y∗ −→ µ̂∗ = m(y∗) (79)

and generate B independent replications y∗(1), y∗(2), . . . , y∗(B), from which are calcu-360

lated B pairs,361 (
y∗i (j), λ̂∗

i (j)
)
, j = 1, 2, . . . , B, (80)

for i = 1, 2, . . . , n as in (75). The covariances in (76) can then be estimated as362

ĉov
(
λ̂i, yi

)
=

1
B

B

∑
j=1

(
λ̂∗

i (j)− λ̂∗
i (·)

)
(y∗i (j)− y∗i (·)), (81)

λ̂∗
i (·) = ∑j λ̂∗

i (j)/B and y∗i (·) = ∑j y∗i (j)/B, yielding a useable version of (76),363

Êrrcp = err +
2
n

n

∑
i=1

ĉov
(
λ̂i, yi

)
, (82)

“cp” standing for “covariance penalty”.364

Table 3. Transplant data simulation experiment. Top: First 5 of 100 estimates of total prediction
error using cross-validation, covariance penalties (cp), the 632 rule, the out-of-bag random forest
results, and the apparent error; degrees of freedom (df) estimate from cp. Bottom: Mean of the 100
simulations, their standard deviations, correlations with Errtrue, and root mean square differences
from Errtrue. Cp and 632 rules used B = 400 bootstrap replications per simulation.

Errtrue ErrCv ErrCp Err632 Erroob err df

194 216.5 232.9 260.6 240.3 180.4 26.2
199 245.8 220.9 241.0 230.9 173.8 23.5
192 221.2 225.9 247.6 232.7 180.6 22.7
234 197.4 200.9 215.2 219.7 162.2 19.4
302 175.7 178.3 187.1 211.2 144.6 16.9

Errtrue ErrCv ErrCp Err632 Erroob err df

mean 214.0 231.1 216.1 229.4 223.8 169.9 23.1
stdev 23.0 28.7 15.8 19.0 14.6 13.5 4.0
cor.true −.58 −.61 −.64 −.26 −.41 −.52
rms 48.8 34.8 40.7 31.6 54.2

Table 3 compares the performances of cross-validation, covariance penalties, the 632365

rule, and the random forest out-of-bag estimates on the 100 transplant data simulations.366

The results are given in terms of total prediction error, rather than average error as in367

(47). The bottom line shows their root-mean-square differences from true error Err,368

rms =

[
100

∑
i=1

(
Êrri − Erri

)2
/

100

]1/2

. (83)

Êrrcv is highest, with Êrrcp, Êrr632, and Êrroob respectively 71%, 83%, and 65% as large.369

For the jth simulation vector yj (45) the parametric bootstrap replications (79)370

were generated as follows: the logistic regression estimate µ̂j was calculated from (46),371
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µ̂j = glm(yj ∼ X, binomial)$,fit; the bootstrap replications y∗
j had independent372

Bernoulli components373

y∗ij
ind∼ Bi(1, µ̂ij) for i = 1, 2, . . . , 200. (84)

B = 400 independent replications y∗
j were generated for each j = 1, 2, . . . , 100, giving374

Êrrcp according to (81)–(82).375

Because the resamples were generated by a model of the same form as that which376

originally gave the yj’s (43)–(44), Êrrcp is unbiased for Err. In practice our resampling377

model f̂ in (79) might not match f in (72), causing Êrrcp to be downwardly biased378

(and raising its rms). Êrrcv’s nonparametric resamples make it nearly unbiased for the379

unconditional error rate Err(u) (15) irrespective of the true model, accounting for the380

overwhelming popularity of cross-validation in applications.381

A few comments382

• In computing Êrrcp it isn’t necessary for f̂ in (79) to be constructed from the original383

estimate µ̂. We might base f̂ on a bigger model than that which led to the choice384

of m(y) for µ̂; in the little example of Figure 3, for instance, we could take f̂ to be385

N (µ̂(6), σ2 I) where µ̂(6) is the OLS sixth degree polynomial fit, while still taking386

µ̂ = m(y) to be fourth degree as in (18). This reduces possible model-fitting bias in387

Êrrcp, while increasing its variability.388

• A major conceptual difference between Êrrcv and Êrrcp concerns the role of the389

covariates x = (x1, x2, . . . , xn), considered as random in model (10) but fixed in (72).390

Classical regression problems have usually been analyzed in a fixed-x framework391

for three reasons:392

1. mathematical tractability;393

2. not having to specify x’s distribution;394

3. inferential relevance.395

The reasons come together in the classic covariance formula for the linear model396

y = Xβ + ϵ,397

cov
(

β̂
)
= σ2

(
X⊤X

)−1
. (85)

A wider dispersion of the xi’s in Figure 3 would make β̂ more accurate, and con-398

versely.399

• It can be argued that because Êrrcp is estimating the conditional error given x it is400

more relevant to what is being estimated. See [11] and [12] for a lot more on this401

question.402

• On the other hand, “fixed-x” methods such as Mallows’ Cp can be faulted for403

missing some of the variability contributing to the unconditional prediction error404

Err(u) (15). Let Err(x, d) be the conditional error given d for predicting y given x,405

Err(x, d) = Q(µ(x), f (x, d)) + q(µ(x))− c(x) (86)

according to Lemma 1 (34). Then406

Err(u) = E
{∫

X
g(x)Err(x, d) dx

}
, (87)

where g(x) is the marginal density of x and E indicates expectation over the choice407

of the training data d.408

• In the fixed-x framework of (36), Err replaces the integrand in (87) with its x average409

∑n
1 Err(xi, d)/n. We expect410

Err(u) > E f {Err} (88)
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since Err(x, d) typically increases for values of x farther away from x. Rosset and411

Tibshirani [12] give an explicit formula for the difference in the case of normal-412

theory ordinary least squares when they show that the factor 2 for the penalty term413

in Mallows’ Cp formula should be increased to 2 + (p + 1)/(n − p − 1). Cross-414

validation effectively estimates Err(u) while Cp estimates the fixed-x version of415

E{Err}.416

• With (88) in mind, Êrrcp and Êrrcv are often contrasted as417

insample versus outsample. (89)

This is dangerous terminology if it’s taken to mean that Êrrcv applies to prediction418

errors Err(x, d) at individual points x outside of x. In Figure 3 for instance it seems419

likely that Err(11, d) exceeds Êrrcv, but this is a fixed-x question and beyond the420

reach of the random-x assumptions underlying (88). See the discussion of Figure 8421

in Section 5.422

Figure 6A. estimated probabilities, 
logistic regression simulation 1
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Figure 6B. Now for random
forests
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Figure 7. Left: Estimated probabilities, logistic regression simulation 1. Right: Now for random
forests, simulation 1. The increased random forests separation suggests increased degrees of
freedom.

• The sad story told in Figure 5 shows Êrrcv negatively correlated with the true Err. The423

same is the case for Êrrcp and Êrr632, as can be seen from the negative correlations in424

the cor.true row of Table 3. Êrroob is also negatively correlated with Err, but less so.425

In terms of rms, the bottom row shows that the fully nonparametric Êrroob estimates426

beat even the parametric Êrrcp ones.427

• Figure 7 compares the 200 µ̂i estimates from the logistic regression estimates (46)428

with those from random forests, for y the first of the 100 transplant simulations.429

Random forests is seen to better separate the yi = 0 from the yi = 1 cases. Êrroob430

relates to error prediction for random forest estimates, not for logistic regression,431

but this doesn’t explain how Êrroob could provide excellent estimates of the true432

error Err–which in fact were based on the logistic regression model (43)–(44). If this433

is a fluke it’s an intriguing one.434

• There is one special case where the covariance penalty formula (76) can be un-435

biasedly estimated without recourse to resampling: if f is the normal model436
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y ∼ N (µ, σ2 I), and Q(yi, µi) = (yi − µi)
2 — so λ̂i = µ̂i — then Stein’s unbiased risk437

estimate (SURE) is defined to be438

ÊrrSURE = err+
2σ2

n

n

∑
i=1

∂µ̂i
∂yi

, (90)

where the partial derivatives are calculated directly from the functional form of439

µ̂ = m(y). Section 2 of [4] gives an example comparing ÊrrSURE with Êrrcp. Each440

term ∂µ̂i/∂yi measures the influence of yi on its own estimate.441

Degrees of freedom442

The OLS model y = Xβ + ϵ yields the familiar estimate µ̂ = My of µ = E{y},443

where M is the projection matrix X(X⊤X)−1X⊤ as in (70); M has444

trace(M) = trace
[
(X⊤X)−1X⊤X

]
= p, (91)

where p = rank(X). Mallows’ Cp formula Êrrcp = err + (2σ2/n) trace(M) becomes445

Êrrcp = err +
2σ2

n
p (92)

in this case. In other words, the covariance penalty that must be added to the apparent446

error err is directly proportional to p, the degrees of freedom of the OLS model.447

Suppose that µ̂ = My with matrix M not necessarily a projection. It has become448

common to define µ̂’s degrees of freedom as449

df = degrees of freedom = trace(M), (93)

trace(M) playing the role of p in the Cp formula (92). In this way, trace(M) becomes a450

lingua franca for comparing linear estimators µ̂ = My of different forms.12
451

A nice example is the ridge regression estimator452

µ̂γ = X
(

X⊤X + γI
)−1

X⊤y, (94)

γ a fixed non-negative constant; µ̂0 is the usual OLS estimator while µ̂γ “shrinks” µ̂453

toward 0, more so as γ increases. Some linear algebra gives the degrees of freedom for454

(94) as455

dfγ =
p

∑
i=1

ei
ei + γ

, (95)

where the ei are the eigenvalues of X⊤X.456

The generalization of Mallows’ formula (68) in Theorem 1 (76) has penalty term457

2
n

n

∑
i=1

cov f
(
λ̂i, yi

)
, (96)

which again measures the self-influence of each yi on its own estimate µ̂i. The choice of458

q(µ) = µ(1 − µ) (97)

in Figure 3 results in Q(µ, µ̂) = (µ̂ − µ)2, squared error, and λ̂i = µ̂i − 1/2, in which case459

cov f (λ̂i, yi) equals σ2mii, and (96) becomes (2σ2/n) trace(M), as in Mallows’ formula460

(68). This suggests using461

12 The referee points out that formulas like (92) are more often used for model selection rather than error rate prediction. Zhang and Yang [13] consider
model selection applications, as does Remark B of [4].
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Cov =
n

∑
i=1

cov f
(
λ̂i, yi

)
(98)

as a measure of degrees of freedom (or its estimate Ĉov from (81)) for a general estimator462

µ̂ = m(y).463

Some support comes from the following special situation: suppose y is obtained464

from a p-parameter generalized linear model, with prediction error measured by the465

appropriate deviance function.13 Theorem 2 of [14], Section 6, then gives the asymptotic466

approximation467

Cov .
= p, (99)

as in (91)–(92), the intuitively correct answer.468

Approximation (99) leads directly to Akaike’s information criterion (AIC). In a gener-469

alized linear model, the total deviance from the MLE µ̂ is470

n · err =
n

∑
i=1

Q(yi, µ̂i) = 2

[
n

∑
i=1

log
(

gyi (yi)/gµ̂i (yi)
)]

, (100)

gµ̂i (yi) denoting the density function [2, Hoeffding’s Lemma]. Suppose we have glm’s471

of different sizes p we wish to compare. Minimizing err + (2/n)Cov over the choice472

of model is then equivalent to maximizing the total log likelihood log gµ̂(y) minus a473

dimensionality penalty,474

log
(

gµ̂(y)
)
− Cov .

= log
(

gµ̂(y)
)
− p, (101)

which is the AIC.475

Approximation (99) isn’t razor-sharp: p = 17 is the transplant simulation logistic476

regression but the 100 estimates Ĉov averaged 23.08 with standard error 0.40. Degrees477

of freedom play a crucial role in model selection algorithms. Resampling methods allow478

us to assess Cov (98) even for very complicated fitting algorithms µ̂ = m(y).479

5. Conformal inference480

If there is a challenger to cross-validation for “oldest resampling method” it is481

permutation testing, going back to Fisher in the 1930s. The newest prediction error482

technique, conformal inference, turns out to have permutation roots, as briefly reviewed483

next.484

A clinical trial of an experimental drug has yielded independent real-valued re-485

sponses for control and treatment groups:486

Control : u = (u1, . . . , un) and Treatment : v = (v1, . . . , vm). (102)

Student’s t-test could be used to see if the new drug was giving genuinely larger re-487

sponses but Fisher, reacting to criticism of normality assumptions, proposed what we488

would now call a nonparametric two-sample test.489

Let z be the combined data set,490

z = (u, v) = (z1, . . . , zn+m), (103)

and choose some score function S(z) that contrasts the last m z-values with the first n,491

for example the difference of means,492

S(z) =
n+m

∑
i=n+1

zi
m

−
n

∑
i=1

zi
n

. (104)

13 Binomial deviance for logistic regression as in the transplant example.
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Define S as the set of scores for all permutations of z,493

S = {S(z∗)}, (105)

z∗ ranging over the (m + n)! permutations.494

The permutation p-value for the treatment’s efficacy in producing larger responses495

is defined to be496

p = #{S(z∗) ≥ S(z)}
/
(m + n)!, (106)

the proportion of S having scores S(z∗) exceeding the observed score S(z). Fisher’s key497

idea was that if in fact all the observations came from the same distribution F,498

zi
ind∼ F (i = 1, 2, . . . , m + n) (107)

(implying that Treatment is the same as Control), then all (m + n)! permutations would499

be equally likely. Rejecting the null hypothesis of No Treatment Effect if p ≤ α has null500

probability (nearly) α.501

Usually (m + n)! is too many for practical use. This is where the sampling part of502

resampling comes in. Instead of all possible permutations, a randomly drawn subset of503

B of them, perhaps B = 1000, is selected for scoring, giving an estimated permutation504

p-value505

p̂ = #{S(z∗) ≥ S(z)}
/

B. (108)

In 1963, Hodges and Lehmann considered an extension of the null hypothesis506

(107) to cover location shifts; in terms of cumulative distribution functions (cdfs), they507

assumed508

ui
iid∼ F(u) and vi

iid∼ F(v − ∆), (109)

where ∆ is a fixed but unknown constant that translates the v’s distribution by ∆ units to509

the right of the u’s.510

For a given trial value of ∆ let511

z(∆) = (u1, . . . , un, v1 − ∆, . . . , vm − ∆) (110)

and compute its permutation p-value512

p̂(∆) = #{S(z∗(∆)) ≥ S(z(∆))}. (111)

A 0.95 two-sided nonparametric confidence interval for ∆ is then513

∆ : 0.025 ≤ p̂(∆) ≤ 0.975. (112)

The only assumption is that, for the true value of ∆, the m + n components of z(∆) are514

i.i.d.14 from some distribution F.515

Vovk has proposed an ingenious extension of this argument applying to prediction516

error estimation, a much cited reference being [15]; see also [16]. Returning to the517

statement of the prediction problem at the beginning of Section 2, d = {(xi, yi), i =518

1, 2, . . . , n} is the observed data and (x0, y0) a new (predictor, response) pair, all n + 1519

pairs assumed to be random draws from the same distribution F,520

(xi, yi)
iid∼ F for i = 0, 1, . . . , n; (113)

x0 is observed but not y0, and it is desired to predict y0. Vovk’s proposal, conformal521

inference, produces an exact nonparametric distribution of the unseen y0.522

14 More generally, we only need the components to be exchangeable.
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Let Y0 be a proposed trial value for y0, and define D as the data set d augmented523

with (x0, Y0),524

D = {d, (x0, Y0)}. (114)

A prediction rule f (x, D) gives estimates525

µ̂i = f (xi, D) for i = 0, 1, . . . , n. (115)

(It is required that f (x, D) be invariant under reordering of D’s elements.)526

For some score function s(y, µ̂) let527

si = s(yi, µ̂i) for i = 1, 2, . . . , n, (116)

where s(y, µ̂) measures disagreement between y and µ̂(x), larger values of |s| indicating528

less conformity between observation and prediction.15
529

If the proposed trial value Y0 were in fact the unobserved y0 then s1, s2, . . . , sn and530

s0 = s(Y0, µ̂0) would be exchangeable random variables, because of the i.i.d. assumption531

(113). Let s(1), s(2), . . . , s(n) be the ordered values of s1, s2, . . . , sn. Assuming no ties, the n532

values533

s(1) < s(2) < · · · < s(n) (117)

partition the line into (n + 1) intervals, the first and last of which are semi-infinite.534

Exchangeability implies that s0 has probability 1/(n + 1) of falling into any one of the535

intervals.536

A conformal interval for the unseen y0 consists of those values of Y0 for which537

s0 = s(Y0, µ̂0) “conforms” to the distribution (117). To be specific, for a chosen miscov-538

erage level α, say 0.05, let I0 and I1 be integers approximately proportion α/2 from the539

endpoints of 1, 2, . . . , n,540

I0 = [nα/2] and I1 = [n(1 − α/2)] + 1. (118)

The conservative two-sided level 1 − α conformal prediction interval C for y0 is541

C =
{

Y0 : s(Y0, D) ∈
[
s(I0)

, s(I1)

]}
. (119)

The argument is the same as for the Hodges–Lehmann interval (112), now with m = 1542

and ∆ = Y0.543

Interval (119) is computationally expensive since all of the si, not just s0, change544

with each choice of trial value Y0. The jackknife conformal interval begins with the jackknife545

estimates546

µ̂(i) = f
(

xi, d(i)

)
, i = 1, 2, . . . , n, (120)

where d(i) = {(xj, yj), j ̸= i}, that is d (10) with (xi, yi) deleted. The scores si (116) are547

taken to be548

si = s
(

yi, µ̂(i)

)
, i = 1, 2, . . . , n, (121)

for some function s, for example si = yi − µ̂(i). These are compared with549

s0 = s(Y0, µ̂0), (122)

µ̂0 = f (x0, d), and C is computed as at (119). Now the score distribution (117) does not550

depend on Y0 (nor does µ̂0), greatly reducing the computational burden.551

15 More generally si can be any function s(yi , D).
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Figure 8. Square points: jackknife conformal predictions at x = 11 for example in Figure 3; each
interval Pr = 1/21.

The jackknife conformal interval at x0 = 11 was calculated for the small example of552

Figure 2 using553

si = yi − µ̂(i) (123)

for i = 1, 2, . . . , n = 20. For this choice of scoring function, interval (119) is554

C =
[
µ̂0 + s(I0)

, µ̂0 + s(I1)
)
]
; (124)

y0 ∈ C with conformal probability (I(1) − I(0))/(n + 1). The square dots in Figure 8 are555

the values µ̂0 + s(i) for i = 1, 2, . . . , 20, with y0 having probability 1/21 of falling into556

each of the 21 intervals. Conformal probability for the full range557 [
µ̂0 + s(1), µ̂0 + s(20)

]
= [3.27, 10.99] (125)

is 19/21 = 0.905.558

Some comments559

• Even when Y0 equals y0, s0 = s(Y0, µ̂0) is not perfectly exchangeable with the560

si = s(yi, µ̂(i)) (121): each µ̂(i) is based on n − 1 other cases, while µ̂0 is based on n.561

Other stand-ins for the full conformal intervals (119) are favored in the literature562

but these have their own disadvantages. Barber et al. [17] offer a version of the563

jackknife intervals, “jackknife +“, with more dependable inferential performance.564

• The jackknife scores si (121) are also the one-at-a-time cross-validation scores if s565

is taken to be the prediction loss Q in (42). In this sense, conformal inference can566

be thought of as a more ambitious version of prediction error estimation, where567

we try to estimate the entire error distribution rather than just its expectation. The568

conformal point estimate s̄ = ∑n
1 si/n is the same as Êrrcv (42) if s equals Q (which569

is why “conformal” wasn’t included in Table 3).570

• Figure 8 is misleading in an important sense: the 95% coverage claimed in (125)571

is a marginal inference following from the i.i.d. assumption (xi, yi)
iid∼ F for i =572

0, 1, . . . , n (113), and doesn’t apply conditionally to the particular configuration573
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of x’s and y’s seen in the figure. (See Remark 3 and Section 3 of [16].) The same574

complaint was leveled against cross-validation in Section 3 — for estimating the575

unconditional error Err(u) rather than prediction error for the rule at hand — but576

conformal inference leans even harder on the i.i.d. assumption.577

• Classic parametric prediction intervals do apply conditionally. The normal-theory578

version of model (16)–(17) gives 95% interval579

µ̂0 ± 1.96 σ
√

1 + γ0 (126)

for response y0 at x0 = 11, where580

γ0 = X(x0)
⊤(X⊤X)−1X(x0) (127)

in notation (18).16 The nonparametric random sampling assumption (113) destroys581

the geometry seen in Figure 8.582

• Rather than si = yi − µ̂(i) at (123), we might use scores583

si =
yi − µ̂(i)

γi
, (128)

where γi = γ(xi) is some measure of prediction difficulty at xi. Conformal inference584

continues to apply here since the si are still exchangeable. Boström et al. [18] give585

several random forest examples, using out-of-bag estimates for the γi.586

• Covariate shift estimation offers a more ambitious approach to broadening the reach587

of conformal prediction; see [19] and [20]. The underlying probability distribution588

F in (113) can be thought of in two stages, first choosing x according to say g(x)589

and then y given x according to p(y | x),590

F : x ∼ g(x) and y | x ∼ p(y | x). (129)

It is assumed that (129) holds in a training set, but in the test set where predictions591

are to be made g(x) is shifted to gtest(x),592

Ftest : x ∼ gtest(x) and y | x ∼ p(y | x). (130)

With sufficiently large training and test sets available, the ratio gtest(x)/g(x) can be593

estimated, allowing a suitably weighted version of conformal interval (124) to be594

constructed.595

• Conformal prediction is less appealing for dichotomous response data but can still596

be informative. Figure 9 shows its application to the transplant data of Section 3597

and Section 4. The score function s is taken to be the deviance residual598

si = sign
(

yi − µ̂(i)

)
Q
(

yi, µ̂(i)

)1/2
, (131)

µ̂(i) the jackknife logistic regression estimate (120) and Q(y, µ) binomial deviance599

(28). The left side of Figure 9 shows the histogram of the 200 si values. Any given600

value of µ̂0 corresponds to two possible values of s0 = sign(y0 − µ̂0)Q(y0, µ̂0)
1/2,601

for y0 equal 0 or 1, and two values of the conformal p-value,602

p(µ̂0) = #{si ≥ s0}/201. (132)

The right side of Figure 9 graphs p(µ̂0) as a function of µ̂0 for the two cases:603

16 At x0 = 11, (126) gives 95% prediction interval [−15.6, 32.9], reflecting the hopelessly large extrapolation variability of the fourth-degree polynomial
model; the standard deviation of µ̂0 at x0 = 11 is 12.22.
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Figure 8a signed deviance residuals
for the transplant data
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Figure 8b Attained conformal p−value 
given mu; solid y=1, dashed y=0
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Figure 9. Left: Signed deviance residuals for transplant data. Right: Attained conformal p-value
given µ; solid y = 1, dashed y = 0.

µ̂0 < 0.315 gives p̂ ≥ 0.975 for y0 = 1,

µ̂0 > 0.918 gives p̂ ≥ 0.025 for y0 = 0.
(133)

For µ̂0 in [0.315, 0.918], neither y0 = 0 or y0 = 1 can be rejected at the 0.025 level.604

Conclusion605

As far as prediction error is concerned, cross-validation and covariance penalties606

are established subjects backed up by a substantial theoretical and applied literature.607

Conformal prediction, as the new kid on the block, is still in its formative stage, with608

at least a promising hint of moving beyond complete reliance on the random sampling609

model (15). All three approaches rely on resampling methodology, very much in the610

spirit of statistical inference in the 2020s.611
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